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MESSAGE
Zahra Cassim
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T

return to normalcy, we may be facing a new normal and
the need to re-invent ourselves to align with newly
emerging systems and processes.

he World Health Organisation’s declaration of
COVID 19 as a pandemic on 11 March 2020, has
left governments grappling with the impact of the
virus on various fronts and in particular, the major
challenge of weighing their ability to respond to this
crisis effectively, with the need to ensure that the
measures they implement will continue to safeguard
the human rights of their citizens while saving lives.

To this end, we are in the process of re-designing the
CSIA website and social media platforms to reflect a
new fresh image and are gearing up to adapting our
operations and providing more resources to ensure
that we provide the most effective service to our
members and stakeholders. As such, the planned
conference in Malaysia will most likely be moved to a
virtual platform which we are currently investigating,
so we will share the updates on the conference at a
later stage.

The coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak inevitably brings
commercial risks that impacts on business operations
as governments implement restrictions to curb the
spread of the virus and causes supply chain disruptions.
Companies may need to make critical, and rapid,
decisions on a range of matters in a short time period
and corporate governance concerns are elevated as
areas of risk are created across the ESG spectrum.

On the thought leadership front, CSIA has embarked on
two projects that will focus on an understanding of the
role of the corporate secretary in a global context.

In this challenging time, the role of the corporate
secretary and governance professional becomes
critical to ensure that all of these decisions are
taken in line with the required corporate governance
procedures and that the board is fully informed to
consider the risks and make decisions that may have
a significant impact on the future and operations of a
company.

Although the coronavirus pandemic is the key risk at
the moment, the risks relating to climate change will
remain a vital consideration after the pandemic has
abated. As the long term effects of climate change
are already manifesting in all areas of society, there
is a need to raise awareness of the damage we do to
the environment and to get a clear understanding
of not only the associated financial risks, but also
the opportunities and strategies required to manage
climate change.

CSIA members have recognised that the travel bans
and social distancing will have a major impact on how
businesses continue to operate as well as the hosting
of board meetings and AGMs and have reacted to the
crisis by issuing guidance in the form of good practice
guides, webinars and COVID 19 resources. Please visit
our website at https://www.csiaorg.com/ and visit the
member websites to see the resources available.

To this end, CSIA and PwC have collaborated on
a research project to get an understanding of the
regulatory environment and the extent to which the
guidance provided has been adopted by corporates,
as well as the awareness of climate change within
corporates and the measures they have taken to ensure
that accountability is allocated and sufficient capacity
exists to embed climate change in corporate cultures.

CSIA is also adapting to the current global crisis and
taking into consideration that, even in the event of a
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A global survey will be conducted amongst CSIA members
and stakeholders to provide a view of how climate change
is managed in different jurisdictions across the globe,
with a specific focus on the role of the corporate secretary
and governance professional in driving climate change in
organisations. The analysis of the data collected will be
collated in a research report which will be published in
the second half of 2020.
CSIA is also in the process of producing a publication
which represents a collation of published works by
the ASEAN Corporate Secretaries Network (ACSN) in
collaboration with the Hong Kong Institute of Chartered
Secretaries (HKICS) and a publication produced by the
Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI), as well as
information supplied by the CSIA member country survey.
This comparative analysis is intended to facilitate the
understanding of stakeholders in regulatory compliance
by understanding the regulation of the corporate
secretary and the governance roles they perform as part
of discharging regulatory compliance in the CSIA member
countries as well as selected countries across the globe.
As we celebrate 10 years of existence in 2020 with a
refreshed image and brand, CSIA acknowledges the
contributions made by members and stakeholders with
deep gratitude and we remain true to the commitment to
achieve the goals of promoting the corporate secretary
and governance professional and shaping global
governance.
As a global organisation, we are united in the wish to
work together to face the global Covid 19 threat, so
please look out for resources on our website and our
member websites.
Take care and stay safe.
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2020 will See Far Less Tolerance
of Environmental Harm in
South Africa
Ann Crotty

CGISA Regular Contributor
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Agriprocessing business Tongaat Hulett stole much of the
grimmest headlines in 2019 and, as the year progressed,
it became increasingly evident, things were considerably
worse than had initially been indicated.
The board, led by a new CEO, undertook a comprehensive
strategic and financial review, which indicated that
“over and above the operational difficulties there was
insufficient internal accountability, governance and
financial oversight”. It was all beginning to sound eerily
reminiscent of global retailer Steinhoff.
Other companies that were unable to shake off corporate
governance shadows hanging over their reputations during
2019 included EOH and its allegations of theft or bribery
and corruption payments, Sasol and its questionable
oversight of its Lake Charles Chemical Project (LCCP)
in the US, Tiger Brands for listeriosis, MTN for how it is
dealing with allegations from Nigerian regulators, Resilient
and Fortress for questionable group share dealings, Ayo
Technology for allegations around Public Investment
Corporation funding and, scores of others for paying out
generous executive remuneration packages when profits
were weak and share prices declining.

Ann Crotty

But as 2019 wound to a close it was the environment that
stole the limelight and it became increasingly evident that
even without a South African Greta Thurnberg, companies
would have to adjust to growing pressure to improve
or reduce their environmental impact. It may be that
companies behind environmental disasters will not grab
the same sort of screaming headlines as those behind
‘financial irregularities’ but it seems certain that in 2020
there will be far less tolerance of environmental harm
than there has been to date.
In November 2019, in what must be described as one
of the most dramatic developments in South African
corporate governance, six institutional fund managers
united in a bid to push for improved environmental impact
reporting.

T

he corporate governance casualties kept mounting
during 2019 proving what legendary investor
Warren Buffett often proclaims – “Only when the tide
goes out do you discover who’s been swimming naked”.

Inevitably, Sasol was the focus of their unprecedented
action. The six institutions - Old Mutual Investment Group,
Sanlam Investment Managers, Coronation, Mergence,
ABAX and AEON Investment Management – proposed a
resolution it wanted Sasol to present to shareholders at
the annual general meeting in November.

The tide of economic growth in South African has been
out for a few years now and naked swimmers keep
washing up on the beach. There has been nothing
as big as Steinhoff, which beached on South Africa’s
shores naked and life-threateningly injured, just over
two years ago. But with no sign of the tide washing
back in, the chances of another large naked body being
unveiled, remains a disturbing prospect.

It was a remarkable achievement not only to get six
institutional investors to work together but also for
them to take a public stance. The so-called shareholder’s
resolution was virtually unheard of in the South African
public listed space as recently as 12 months earlier.

7
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The resolution called for Sasol to commit to greater
transparency on how its long-term greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission reduction strategy aligns with the Paris Climate
Agreement. That agreement, which is a UN initiative
backed by 196 countries including South Africa, is aimed at
combating climate change.
The resolution was entirely within the ambit of the
Companies Act, it merely called for the disclosure of
information and clearly contained no intention to interfere
with the board or management’s authority on this or any
matter. But the Sasol board was having none of it. It rejected
the institutions’ proposed resolution on the grounds that the
matters raised in the resolution had already been addressed
by Sasol and so, said the Sasol board, the resolution
was redundant. Essentially the Sasol board wanted its
shareholders to trust it.
This was a remarkably bad response to a remarkably good
initiative and succeeded in doing little more than further
alienating a shareholder base that has endured considerable
value destruction due to a series of inept moves by its
board. While much of this value destruction was linked to its
hugely ambitious LCCP, the proposed resolution had to be
seen in the context of this once-mighty national champion,
being the source of enormous environmental damage in
South Africa. Its coal-to-liquids plant in Secunda has the
distinction of being the biggest single-point GHG emission
source in the world.
While Sasol deserves some sympathy for having to live
with an industrial legacy created back in the 1950s when
there was little awareness of, or concern for, environmental
damage it is staggering that a company of this stature
seems totally unaware of the need to adapt – and be seen to
adapt – to change. The tone-deaf attitude encapsulated in
the response to the institutions was all the more remarkable
given that Sasol had just released a report on its multibillion-dollar LCCP disaster in which “excess deference” was
cited as a reason for many of the missteps at the massive
chemical project. Not only did the report refer to a “serious
erosion of confidence in the leadership of the company”, the
joint CEOs retired from the company. Here was a company
that could have done with some help from its shareholders.

Ahead of the 2018 AGM Botha and the Raith Foundation
had attempted to table a resolution calling on Sasol to
prepare an annual report detailing how it is assessing and
ensuring long-term corporate resilience in a future lowcarbon economy. Sasol refused to table the resolution citing
legal advice it had received.
No doubt the six institutional shareholders were encouraged
by an historic development earlier in the year. Just Share,
a nongovernment organization (NGO) that focuses on
shareholder engagement, managed to get Standard Bank to
place a resolution dealing with lending to environmentally
harmful industries on the agenda of the group’s AGM for
voting by shareholders. The resolution failed to get the
necessary 50% support from shareholders but Just Share
says it is planning similar moves in 2020.

Mike Martin of Active Shareholder, which advises NGOs
on how to vote at annual general meetings (AGMs),
reckons Sasol has not been able adequately to address
its environmental impact problems because so much of
management’s time was taken up dealing with LCCP. Martin
is looking forward to a more constructive engagement at
the 2020 AGM.

Just Share, Raith and the six institutional shareholders
appear to be motivated by two considerations –
the likelihood that communities impacted by poor
environmental practices become more effective in hitting
back and the prospect of legislation that will render onceprofitable operations stranded assets.

Of course the 2019 initiative wasn’t entirely novel. It
followed-on from an equally unsuccessful 2018 bid by
shareholder activist Theo Botha and the Raith Foundation.

Without doubt over the last few years noisy but wellorganised smaller players and individuals such as Just
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require the disclosure of different information. In addition, as
one commentator noted, concerns have also been raised that
non-financial environment, social and governance information
that may materially affect business performance and business
risk is not reported with the same discipline and rigour as
financial information.

Share, Raith, Active Share and Theo Botha have determined
much of the agenda on the issue of corporate governance
particularly as it relates to the environment. But that may
be about to change. At this year’s annual global-executive
get together in Davos, Switzerland, the World Economic
Forum and the Big Four accounting firms launched a new
sustainability reporting framework. Their proposal, with the
clunky heading ‘Toward common metrics and consistent
reporting of sustainable value creation’, represents,
according to the WEF “an attempt to enable companies to
begin reporting in a consistent fashion on key dimensions of
sustainable and shared value creation”.

While commendable, it’s difficult not to see this as a hugely
ambitious regulatory land-grab. It would provide WEF and
the Big Four with enormous oversight authority as well as
huge fee-generating opportunities from all the “verification
and assurance” work needed to support the metrics. However
given the current controversies surrounding the Big Four, not
just in South Africa but across the globe, there may be little
appetite – beyond boardrooms – for a proposal that gives
them an even greater role in the corporate world.

The move could be interpreted by some regulation-weary
executives as yet another time-consuming, expensive boxticking exercise. It’s not as though large global companies
don’t already have enough to choose from – there’s the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures, the Climate Disclosure
Standards Board, the Global Reporting Initiative and the
International Integrated Reporting Council. And these are
just some of the better known reporting frameworks.

Whatever happens it’s likely the initiative will not obviate the
important role played by NGOs and activists who do not shy
away from public battles that help to expose naked swimmers.
This article was first published in the March 2020 edition of
boardroom, the official journal of the Chartered Governance
Institute of Southern Africa (www.chartsec.co.za). Reprinted with
permission.

The WEF/Big Four ambition rests on the belief that their
framework will address the concerns about consistency
and comparability created by the existing frameworks that
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New Guidance on Climate Change
Risk Disclosure
Governance Institute of Australia

As concerns about climate change and its risks intensify,
the Governance Institute hasreleased a new guide,
Climate Change Risk Disclosure: A Practical Guide to
Managing Climate Risk, to help entities navigate the maze
of climate-related risk reporting.
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C

ompanies increasingly need to understand how
climate change risks affect their businesses if
they wish to remain competitive and maintain good
relationships with stakeholders.
Governance Institute of Australia’s Ethics Index for 2019
found that nine in ten Australians wanted governments
and organisations to take action on climate change.
But it’s not only consumers that worry about climate
change. ‘The evidence on climate risk is compelling
investors to reassess core assumptions about modern
finance,’ says Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, the world’s
largest asset manager with US$7.4 trillion in assets
under management.

•

Governance Institutes
releases new guide
on climate change
risk disclosure, to
help entities navigate
the maze of climaterelated risk reporting.

•

Climate change risk
needs to be given the
same weight as other
material business
considerations
and decisions if
companies are going
to survive.

•

The Reserve Bank of Australia has cautioned that
climate change is exposing financial institutions
and the financial system more broadly to risks. And,
regulators such as the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA) and the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission have identified climate
change risk as a growing area of concern and are
eyeing how organisations manage and disclose it.

Beware the green swan

The Swiss-based Bank for International Settlements
(BIS), often described as the central bank for the world’s
central banks, warns that climate change poses new
challenges to central banks, regulators and supervisors.
In a new report released in January, BIS talks about
‘green swan’ risks: potentially extremely financially
disruptive events that could be behind the next
systemic financial crisis.
The green swan notion is inspired by the now-famous
concept of the ‘black swan’ developed by author Nassim
Nicholas Taleb during the global financial crisis.

The guide provides
specific action items
that support each of
the key action steps
outlined in the TCFD
Implementation
Guide.

BIS says black swan events have three characteristics:
they are unexpected and rare, thereby lying outside the
realm of regular expectations; their impacts are wideranging or extreme; and they can only be explained
after the fact.
It notes that green swans, or ‘climate black swans’,
present many features of typical black swans. Both
physical and transition climate-related risks are
characterised by deep uncertainty and nonlinearity.
Their chances of occurrence are not reflected in past
data and existing climate-economic models can’t
anticipate accurately enough the form that they
will take.
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However, BIS says green swans also differ to black
swans. First, although the impacts of climate change
are highly uncertain, ‘there is a high degree of certainty
that some combination of physical and transition risks
will materialise in the future’. ‘That is, there is certainty
about the need for ambitious actions despite prevailing
uncertainty regarding the timing and nature of the
impacts of climate change.’

‘At some stage, the financial analysts will be making their own
assumptions and modelling of the company’s climate-related
financial risks,’ says Andrew Buay, vice president of Singtel
Group’s Corporate Sustainability.

‘Second, climate catastrophes are even more serious
than most systemic financial crises: they could pose
an existential threat to humanity, as increasingly
emphasised by climate scientists.’

Being proactive is also smart.

‘So, we believe it is better to proactively understand and
model our risks and shape the conversations and guidance
with our major investors.’

‘As investors assess how well companies are positioned in the
face of climate change, they are increasingly paying attention
to the climate governance systems of the companies in
question as a predictor of performance,’ says Veena Ramani,
program director, capital markets systems, at Ceres.

Company directors are likely to face increasing scrutiny
of their climate change-related decisions in the years
ahead.

‘A company that puts smart governance systems in place to
proactively identify, assess and manage climate risks is likely
to prove resilient in the face of climate change risks.’

The governance challenges

‘Directors, governance and risk professionals and C-suite
executives have a responsibility to their shareholders,
employees and other stakeholders to know the risks their
organisations face,’ says Governance Institute CEO Megan
Motto.

Yet, it appears that many other companies have a long way to
go in this regard.
The EY Climate Risk Disclosure Barometer: Australia 2019 report
found that most of the 175 ASX 200 companies it polled are
still not engaging seriously with climate risks or positioning
themselves to take advantage of potential opportunities.

‘Climate change risk needs to be given the same weight
as other material business considerations and decisions
if companies are going to survive.’
Motto also warns that company directors are likely to
face increasing scrutiny of their climate change-related
decisions in the years ahead.
In early 2019, a landmark legal opinion, first issued
in 2016, on directors’ duties and climate change was
revised to signal that the potential liability of directors in
relation to climate change was increasing exponentially.
The opinion, provided by Noel Hutley SC and Sebastian
Hartford-Davis, highlights two key learnings for
governance professionals: the need to understand
directors’ duties relating to the risks to the business
from climate change and the need to ensure adequate
disclosure relating to material risks from climate change.
Activists and investors will be, and have been, watching
this closely.
For example, there have been some widely publicised
Australian shareholder campaigns on climate issues
concerning ASX 200 companies. In 2018, there were
17 shareholder resolutions submitted to shareholder
meetings, of which 14 related to disclosure of climate
risk, emissions or targets.
But being proactive could be useful.

12
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The guide focuses on climate change risk as captured
by Recommendation 7.4 in the fourth edition of the
ASX’s Principles and Recommendations. It encourages
entities to both consider whether they have material
exposure to climate change risk by reference to the TCFD
recommendations and, if they do, make the disclosures
recommended by the TCFD.

Roughly two-thirds of the companies assessed had
started to disclose climate change-related risks.
However, EY said the quality of these disclosures was
poor.

Practical guidance now at hand

Given the increased focus on climate change, it’s no
surprise that Recommendation 7.4 of the new Australian
Securities Exchange’s (ASX) Corporate Governance
Council’s Principles encourages entities for the first time
to consider and report on any material exposures to
climate change risk.

Recommendation 7.4 takes effect for an entity’s first full
financial year commencing on or after 1 January 2020.
Governance Institute’s guide discusses the existing
Australian reporting requirements and puts forward
some ideas on the first steps entities can take for getting
started on TCFD reporting. In addition to examining
various investor approaches to climate change disclosure,
it contains a chapter that provides practical guidance and
examples from various Australian-listed entities, such as
QBE, CSR, Origin Energy, Singtel Optus Group and BHP.

To help them do so, Governance Institute has released a
new resource: Climate Change Risk Disclosure: a practical
guide to managing climate risk.
Geoff Summerhayes, an Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority executive board member and chair of the
United Nations Environment Programme Sustainable
Insurance Forum, welcomes its release.

This article was first published in the March 2020 edition
edition of Governance Directions, the official journal of the
Governance Institute of Australia (www.governanceinstitute.
com.au/). Reprinted with permission.

In addition to providing a useful overview of the
shift in stakeholder expectations, Summerhayes says
Governance Institute’s guide sets out useful steps that
entities can take to identify and disclose their climate
risks following the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) Recommendations.
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Principle,
Passion and
Patience
Poo Yee Kai
Journalist

H

Bernard Chan, the Chairperson of The Hong Kong
Council of Social Service (HKCSS), a statutory
body that oversees close to 500 organisations in
the social services sector, says the biggest impact
will be on NFPs that require regular donations for
operations. ‘Agencies are hampered by the economic
downturn with less corporate and individual
donations as a result of social and political instability.
Organisations not receiving regular subvention and
without stable income are most vulnerable. The

ong Kong has seen a tumultuous few months with an
economy in recession, the ongoing social protests and
the current COVID-19 outbreak. The impact on the not-forprofit (NFP) sector has been significant, with reports saying
that at least 60% of surveyed NFP organisations saw their
funding drop by at least 30% between end January and
end February this year, according to a South China Morning
Post report (see ‘Coronavirus-battered NGOs say Hong Kong’s
charity sector needs government aid to keep doing their
work, avoid redundancies’, 8 March 2020).
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CSj gets advice on what it takes to make a
career in the not-for-profit sector.

gloomy situation is further worsened by the outbreak of
the novel coronavirus pandemic,’ Mr Chan says.

donations due to a prostitution scandal involving seven
members of the charity’s UK arm.

Even without these present challenges of COVID-19 and
social unrest, NFP organisations have always been highly
reliant on good governance for their continued existence.
Given the higher level of public scrutiny, governance
failures can result in serious reputational damage and
the loss of donor funding. Just two years ago, Oxfam
Hong Kong saw a drop of at least HK$100,000 in monthly

‘Good governance for NFPs is just the same as in
commercial business, but for NFPs it’s even more important
because they exist not just to earn money but to do good
and help those who are in need,’ says Michelle Chow,
Consultant at law firm Withers, who specialises in charities
and trusts and has a wide range of experience dealing with
a variety of charities, large and small.

15
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Directors’ duties

‘Most NGOs in Hong Kong are registered under the
Companies Ordinance and board members have both legal
duties as directors of companies and fiduciary duties as
custodians of public resources. One of the things we want
to pursue is to help NFP organisations in Hong Kong ensure
that their governors take up the duty of governance seriously
– not just as volunteers who see their work as discretionary,’
Dr Lo explains.

While the NFP sector has seen a lot of improvement
in governance standards over last three to five years,
governance professionals tell us that there is still room
for improvement. One challenge can be the lack of
resources.
‘NFPs are founded with diverse missions to advance
the betterment of our society. Usually NFPs don’t have
abundant resources, both in terms of funds and manpower.
The governors are unpaid volunteers, responsible for
steering the organisations’ operation and development
without material returns,’ Mr Chan says.

A social enterprise, GAME has been focusing on how
management interacts with the board and whether the
composition of the board affects other issues such as the
review of management’s performance. GAME and HKCSS
conducted a landmark survey of the majority of NFPs in 2018,
where one of the key insights was that organisations with
high scores in the category of ‘governance health’ often see
boards with ‘constructive partnerships’ with management.

Dr CK Lo, founder, Governance and Management
Excellence for Public Benefit (GAME) consultancy, thinks
that there can be improvements made in the interface
between the board and the executive, and in how
directors perceive their duties. GAME provides consultancy
services and training to NFPs to enhance their standards
of governance. A veteran of many decades in the sector, Dr
Lo points out that some directors who sit on the boards
of NFP organisations think of themselves primarily as
volunteers rather than as directors with statutory duties.

Transparency and accountability

April Chan FCIS FCS, Management Committee and Advisory
Council member, Company Secretary of the Hong Kong Breast
Cancer Foundation and former President of The Hong Kong
Institute of Chartered Secretaries (the Institute), reinforces
the point made by Ms Chow that the same governance

16
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Furthermore, it should not be assumed that NFPs can
fly under the radar due to their smaller size. Ms Chow
points out that some NFPs can be larger than some listed
companies, in terms of operations. ‘There are public charities
that receive government funding and they can be massive,
with the potential to affect many stakeholders,‘ she says.

standards are relevant to commercial and NFP organisations.
‘Governance standards such as transparency, accountability
and integrity are just as important for NFPs as they are
for corporates – the purpose is to make the organisation
sustainable,’ Mrs Chan says.
As the former company secretary of one of Hong Kong’s
largest listed companies, Mrs Chan has wide experience
in both the for-profit and NFP sectors. She points out that
in recent years the governance of NFPs has been getting
more attention from the general public and donors. ‘Losing
the support of society, in particular, the financial support of
donors and sponsors, NFPs may run into the risk of not being
able to continue to provide the services to the community for
which they were originally set up,’ Mrs Chan says.

Board composition

Board composition plays a crucial part in getting the right
governance framework in place. Dr Lo points out that
people are often invited to join the board of an NFP because
of their commitment to, or their expertise in, the NFPs
mission. ‘These directors may be very accomplished, they
may be experts in their field, but that doesn’t mean they
are professionals in governance and they may need help in
understanding the role of a director in an NFP organisation
– this is an area where governance professionals can help,’
he explains.

She also echoes Sir Adrian Cadbury in his landmark report on
corporate governance when he called for entities other than
listed companies to aspire to similar standards of governance.
‘Stakeholders these days expect a lot more disclosure from
NFP organisations. An NFP organisation needs to have a good
governance framework, policies and procedures so that it can
be accountable to its donors and sponsors in terms of how
their money was spent,’ Mrs Chan adds.

Mrs Chan emphasises that NFP boards should have access
to professional governance advice. ‘Say, for example, if you
have a medical NFP where almost everyone on the board
is a doctor or in a medical-related field, a governance
professional can help the organisation look into its board
diversity. The medical-related NFP may need someone who
has finance expertise, or a lawyer who knows the legal
implications of providing community medical services, or
someone who has knowledge of government funding,’ she
says.
Ms Chow, who sits on a number of charities’ boards, calls
for fixed terms for directors in order to enhance governance
standards by providing a mechanism for director rotation
and board diversity. ‘It is good governance for directors
to have a fixed term and I have made some amendments
to some of the NFP organisation’s articles of association
setting the directors’ terms with renewal options, hence
enabling directors to step down and creating an opportunity
for the NFP organisation to review the make-up of the board
from time to time. Fortunately, the charities were aware of
the governance implications and they also understood the
necessity of having new blood and a variety of expertise on
their board of directors,’ she explains.
Having fixed terms also allows for directors who wish to
step down to be able to do so, and for both directors and
organisations to take a step back and review the situation.
While there are concerns about losing experienced board
members, Dr Lo suggests that organisations can keep
experienced directors in a different capacity. ‘It would be
a loss if an organisation were to lose an experienced and
knowledgeable director, but there are mechanisms that can
be established for people with experience to step down
but continue to serve in another capacity. They can become
an adviser to board committees, for example, facilitating
renewal and regeneration in the organisation,’ he says.
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Getting professional help

NFPs, particularly those with resource constraints, tend
to be reluctant to hire professional staff who possess the
necessary experience and knowledge to ensure sound
governance on a long-term basis. However, Ms Chow,
who has had extensive experience with the difficulties
NFPs encounter when they are staffed by volunteers
who have no knowledge of legal or compliance matters,
pointed out the lack of professional staff can turn out to
be more costly to the NFP organisation.
‘I always tell my clients or potential donors to spend
on administration. Donors usually want all their money
spent on the frontline because that’s where they
want to see the work done, but I ask them – would
you be comfortable donating to a charity overseen by
volunteers?’ Ms Chow says. She also emphasises that ‘if
you are relying on volunteers to do the work, they may
not deliver. Having professional staff just saves the NFP
organisation so much panic and minimises the chance of
things going wrong,’ she says.
From an economic perspective, Ms Chow also points
out that the pool of donated funds will be enlarged by
other donors. ‘As such, it pays to spend a reasonable
percentage on getting professional staff on board for
the long term so that the organisation can benefit from
sound governance and it should pay its staff fairly so
people won’t be deterred from working at the charity,’
she says.
Mrs Chan agrees. She points out that a lack of funding
for administration staff can lead to a vicious cycle of
continuous staff turnover, where the workload becomes
too high and people tend to leave for other jobs.
Getting professional help with compliance and
governance matters is of the utmost importance for
NFPs. Respondents to this article emphasise the need for
NFPs, especially the larger ones, to hire a professional
company secretary. Professionals in the governance
field are well-placed to help out NFP organisations,
particularly in terms of bringing the organisations in
line with compliance requirements. These can be quite
complex, for example the Inland Revenue Department
(IRD) requirements for tax and audit reporting.

the pure charity/donation model is now a global trend. The
IRD in its latest tax guide for charities also talked about
‘programme-related investment’ for the first time. ‘The
discussion is at its early stage, but it’s a worthy area for
professionals working with NFPs to explore as the sector
seeks more innovative and sustainable ways to address
social and environmental needs,’ she says.

This is especially true when NFPs are seeking to diversify
income sources and move away from just relying on
donations in order to build financial sustainability for
their organisations. They may charge for activities or
products, or operate as a social enterprise, according to
Ng Tze-Wei, board co-chair of Resolve Foundation and a
lawyer with Vivien Teu & Co, which specialises in serving
charities and social enterprises. She says that thinking
innovatively about how to serve the public good beyond

The three Ps

Working as a governance professional in the NFP sector can
be a highly rewarding career path, but it will be apparent
from the foregoing that there are special characteristics to
such work. So, what does it take to make a successful career
in this field? Mrs Chan has a ‘3P’ philosophy for anyone
wishing to practice in this field – the 3Ps are principle,
passion and patience.
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She cites as an example the project at the Hong Kong
Breast Cancer Foundation (HKBCF) to build a service
centre in Kowloon. The project stemmed from HKBCF’s
research done in 2011, which revealed that women
from low-income groups mostly living in Kowloon and
New Territories recorded lower breast cancer screening
rates and a higher number of advanced-stage breast
cancer cases. After years of negotiation with the
government and the support of The Hong Kong Jockey
Club Charities Trust, the HKBCF Jockey Club Breast
Health Centre (Kowloon) was built and officially opened
in 2018 to provide free mammography screening to the
financially challenged, and to offer care and support to
breast cancer patients and survivors.
Ms Ng concurs. She emphasises that professionals
working for NFPs need to adopt an ‘entrepreneurial
mentality’ and should be open to learning from their
experiences, whether it is with the NFP or following
the latest developments in the NFP sector, where a lot
of best practices are still being built up and shared at
the moment. ‘Be willing to see the process as an open
conversation and a colearning process,’ she says.
‘Successfully bringing best practices to NFP
organisations will depend on being sensitive to their
existing set-up – such as their capacities, stages of
development and any knowledge gaps they may have.
And also be prepared to share your best practices with
the sector,’ she says.
Dr Lo also stresses the importance of understanding the
mission statement, the uniqueness of the governance
culture and the need for continuous learning. ‘I have
served on different boards and it’s not always easy to
have a firm grasp of whether the organisation is doing
the right thing. You can have all the good processes
in place, but at the end of the day you design those
processes to help the organisation achieve its mission
– this is governance with a purpose not governance for
governance sake. That means we have to know what
the mission really means and how to measure the
social impact of the organisation’s work – it’s a journey
of learning,’ Dr Lo says.

The importance of ‘principle’ has largely been covered
above – the value that governance professionals bring to
NFPs is their dedication to upholding the core principles
of good governance. ‘Passion’ is usually what drives
professionals to work in the NFP sector. ‘If one is looking
for money, better not, but working in an NFP is certainly
rewarding if you have a passion to serve the community.
If you have that approach, it is a very rewarding job with a
lot of satisfaction,’ Mrs Chan says.

This article was first published in the April 2020 edition
of CSj, the official journal of the Hong Kong Institute of
Chartered Secretaries (www.hkics.org.hk). Republished
with permission.

‘Patience’ is probably the least known and most underrated
of the three Ps. Mrs Chan emphasises that patience is
crucial, particularly for governance professionals who come
from the corporate sector, since the more limited resources
and different priorities of many NFP organisations may
mean that it will take time for change to be effected.
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COVID-19 in the
(Remote) Boardroom:
Guidance, Common
Practices & Tips

C

orporate secretaries and other governance professionals play
a pivotal role in the organization’s corporate governance in
the ordinary course. While practices vary, in most organizations,
the position serves as the focal point for communication
with the board, senior management, and shareholders, and
plays a significant role in the setting and administration of
critical corporate matters. In the context of the pandemic and
associated work-from-home and social distancing requirements,
corporate secretaries and other governance professionals
have been charged with continuing to effect a broad spectrum
of key responsibilities seamlessly - remotely. The following
resources are aimed at assisting our members with managing
the challenges associated with facilitating proper corporate
governance in the current COVID-19 environment.

1

Virtual board & committee meetings: Here’s
how!

This new guidance: “Good practice for virtual board
and committee meetings” 1 from ICSA: The Governance
Institute and Lorraine Young, Board Advisory Services,
is a must-read for corporate secretaries and other
governance professionals who are tackling the
challenges associated with organizing, facilitating, and
recording virtual board and committee meetings for
the first time in connection with COVID-19.
The practical guidance addresses key considerations
associated with:
• Selecting a meeting platform

“Good practice for virtual board and committee meetings” is available at https://www.icsa.org.uk/assets/files/pdfs/guidance/good-practice-for-virtual-boardand-committee-meetings-web1-002(1).pdf
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As always, check to ensure that your planned remote/
virtual practices conform to your governing law(s) and
governance documents.

Virtual board meeting minutes & other
COVID-19 record-keeping tips

Morrison & Foerster’s “Practical Tips for Virtual
Oversight” 2 (Directors & Boards) shares these sound
board communication and record-keeping must-do’s for
corporate secretaries and their management teams and
directors who inevitably play a role in adhering to these
practices:
• Virtual meetings still need minutes, but skip the
recording. While board meetings are increasingly
virtual-only and thus not the norm relative to prepandemic times, meeting minute considerations
should not change. All of the routine “checklist” items
such as date, time, attendees, meeting type, quorum,
actions discussed, approved, deferred, received, etc.,
should be recorded; however, producing a transcript
or recording the meeting is never advisable whether
the meeting is in person, virtual-only or something
in between.

•
•
•
•

Pre-meeting logistics
Meeting attendances, absences, materials,
communications, leadership, and decision-making
Technical considerations
Meeting alternatives (e.g., Unanimous Written
Consents, committee delegations)

The Appendix further includes supplemental guidance and
tips for board chairs, the corporate secretary and meeting
presenters; suggested “ground rules” for participants;
and a comparison of virtual meeting providers – Zoom,
GoToMeeting, Skype, Microsoft Teams, and Google
Hangouts – across multiple dimensions including design
and ease of use, annotating and whiteboarding, recording,
messaging, and more.

•

Side discussions are unavoidable, but make sure the
entire board is kept in the loop. Given the nature
of the crisis and associated need for frequent
communications and responses, there are likely to
be more informal, unplanned and one-on-one (or
less than full board) discussions that collectively
demonstrate the board’s oversight. Key takeaways
should be reported to the full board and integrated
into the minutes at the next board meeting.

•

Be cautious in your written communications. As
always, electronic communications are risky,
particularly in the context of a bountiful risk
environment that also likely entails numerous sidebar
communications that may lack important context on
a stand-alone basis. When in doubt, pick up the phone
in lieu of communicating thoughts electronically.

Quick survey: COVID-19 impacts: Board/
committee meetings

A Society for Corporate Governance member-requested
Quick Survey 3 on how COVID-19 is playing out logistically
relative to public company board oversight meetings
revealed these key takeaways (respondent rates noted
(n=x)):

2

“Practical Tips for Virtual Oversight” is available at https://www.directorsandboards.com/news/practical-tips-virtual-oversight.

3

“Quick Survey: COVID-19 Impacts: Board/Committee Meetings” available at https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/GOVERNANCEPROFESSIONALS/
a8892c7c-6297-4149-b9fc-378577d0b150/UploadedImages/SUMMARY_COVID19ImpactsBoardCommitteeMeetings.pdf
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•

69% of respondent boards are holding more frequent
than regular (pre-pandemic) board meetings or calls to
address the pandemic and/or associated business issues.
(n=176)

•

Meetings are most commonly formal; however,
informal meetings are a close second, and a number of
companies are using a mix of formal and informal and
other communications approaches. (n=118)

•

In the majority of cases (57%), the full board is expected
to meet (subject to normal attendance/absentee issues),
but 26% of respondents said that whichever directors
are available to join meet without expectation that
every director attends every meeting. (n=122)

•

Meetings are most commonly being held on an asneeded basis as opposed to weekly, every two weeks,
etc. (n=112)

•

Management attendees to these meetings most
commonly include the Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Financial Officer, General Counsel/Chief Legal Officer,
and Corporate Secretary. (n=110)

•

4

No respondents have created special COVID-19
board committees, but a previously established board
committee (e.g., audit, risk) is being used to address the
pandemic and/or associated business issues at 7% of
respondent companies, and a few companies are using a
combination of board and committee meetings. (n=122)

COVID 19: Board oversight process principles

Deloitte’s “COVID-19 and the board – A chair’s point of
view” 4 is a must-read for every board whose organization

“COVID-19 and the board - A chair’s point of view” is available at https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/GOVERNANCEPROFESSIONALS/a8892c7c6297-4149-b9fc-378577d0b150/UploadedImages/COVID-19_and_the_board.pdf
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in frequent calls on short notice and whose
qualifications are best suited to addressing the types
of challenges raised by the pandemic. Among the
expected benefits of such a committee is effective
board oversight – both in fact, as well as for the
written record, which may mitigate future litigation/
enforcement liability risks.

Video conferencing – data privacy risk
mitigators

“Video conferencing: 10 privacy tips for your
business” 6 from the US Federal Trade Commission
suggests ten sound practices companies of all types wherever located – should promote throughout their
organization at all levels to mitigate data privacy
risks. The two-page tip sheet is easily shareable and
appropriate for any organization that is dabbling in
or relying on video conferencing in lieu of in-person
meetings to conduct ordinary or extraordinary
business in light of the currently predominant workfrom-home arrangements.

Address these pandemic-triggered
information security practices

“Cybersecurity risk oversight in a new work
environment” 7 from the EY Center for Board
Matters presents a sobering but realistic onepage checklist of questions concerning information
security practices that boards and management
should consider in the COVID-19 context. The
questions address practices or safeguards that may
be compromised as a result of remote working
arrangements, use of new/different technology and
equipment, lack of training, workforce furloughs
and layoffs, and other likely unplanned pandemictriggered practices with a view toward becoming
aware of and addressing vulnerabilities to the extent
feasible.

– public, private, or non-profit - is being impacted by
COVID-19. The briefing offers five sound principles to
guide the board’s leadership during the pandemic that
will position it to effectively manage the many demands
while fostering a positive tone and culture that will
transcend the crisis.

COVID-19 board oversight structure

This article was provided by The Society for Corporate
Governance (www.societycorpgov.org). Published with
permission.

Although not necessarily keen on standing boardlevel Risk Committees, Hunton Andrews Kurth’s “Should
the Board of Directors Create a Special Committee to
Oversee the Corporation’s Response to the Pandemic?”
5
suggests boards consider creating special COVID-19
committees due to the atypical demands – including
increased meeting frequency – associated with the
pandemic that may weigh in favor of a dedicated
committee composed of directors who can participate

5

“Should the Board of Directors Create a Special Committee to Oversee the Corporation’s Response to the Pandemic?” is available at https://www.huntonak.
com/en/insights/should-the-board-of-directors-create-a-special-committee-to-oversee-the-corporations-response-to-the-pandemic.html

6

“Video conferencing: 10 privacy tips for your business” is available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2020/04/video-conferencing-10privacy-tips-your-business?utm_source=govdelivery

7

“Cybersecurity risk oversight in a new work environment” is available at https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/GOVERNANCEPROFESSIONALS/
a8892c7c-6297-4149-b9fc-378577d0b150/UploadedImages/ey-cbm-covid-19-cybersecurity-risk-oversight-in-a-new-work-environment-1.pdf
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Conflicts of Interest: Your Best
Practice Guide
Sharan Gill
Lawyer and Writer

CSj gets advice on how
governance professionals can
help companies stay on the
right side of Hong Kong’s legal
and regulatory regime relevant
to conflicts of interest.
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I

above board. The court proceedings revealed, however, that
the sellers were relatives of the executive chair and he
was also the true beneficial owner of the issued shares in
the two acquired companies. These conflicts of interest and
the full terms of the acquisition were not disclosed to the
board and shareholders of Minth. A total of HK$99 million
was paid by Decade for the acquisitions, and not RMB25.9
million as claimed in the Interim Report 2008 issued on 22
September 2008, and the bulk of the total consideration
paid by Decade ended up in bank accounts controlled by
the chair.

n November 2019, Hong Kong was treated to an object
lesson in how not to go about managing conflicts of
interest. Court proceedings brought by the Securities and
Futures Commission (SFC) against the former executive
chair and three former executive directors of Minth Group
Ltd (Minth) highlighted multiple breaches of Hong Kong’s
regulatory regime relevant to conflicts of interest.
In 2008, Minth’s subsidiary, Decade (HK) Ltd (Decade), made
an acquisition of two companies in a manner that seemed

The chair had clearly acted in breach of his fiduciary duty
owed to Decade. The three former executive directors of
the company had failed to make further enquiries that
should have revealed the conflict of interest of the chair
and may have prevented Minth from making numerous
misrepresentations to relevant parties. The court ordered
the chair to pay a sum of RMB20.3 million in compensation
to Decade. The three executive directors, together with
the chair, were disqualified from being directors or being
involved in the management of any corporation in Hong
Kong for a period of between three and six years.

The hydra-headed beast

While breaches of Hong Kong’s related-party transactions
regime of the type described above in the Minth case
can be fiendishly complex for governance professionals
to manage, they represent one of the clearer types of
conflicts of interest cases. Related party transactions are
also relatively common in Hong Kong. Where a controlling
shareholder of a listed company, for example, has a
number of other businesses, some of which deal with
the listed company, the dealings have to be transparent
and approved by the independent directors. Governance
professionals have to ensure that all such transactions are
brought before the board for approval.
Hong Kong’s regulatory regime has a lot to say about
related-party transactions but the risks associated with
conflicts of interest go much wider than that. ‘Because
conflicts of interest are so diverse,’ says David Simmonds
FCIS FCS, Institute Vice-President and Group General
Counsel, Chief Administrative Officer and Company
Secretary of the CLP Group, ‘they require a conscious
alertness throughout the organisation right through to the
board – that is the only way that you can have any chance
of uncovering them.’
The further you look into this area, the more complex
it becomes. Ultimately, getting to grips with conflicts of
interest best practice raises large questions about in whose
interests companies should be run. The responsibility
of the board is to always act in the interests of the
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to the chair. This is a critical check and balance on the
power of management and helps the company secretary
ensure that the full board gets the information it needs.
Sometimes it may be necessary, for example, for the chair
to raise an issue that the chief executive may not want to
see the light of day.

company, but what are directors to do when the interests
of different groups of stakeholders clash? This can be
further complicated when directors see themselves as
representatives of a particular ‘interest’ on the board. For
example, directors may feel personal ties of loyalty to an
individual, such as the chief executive, or to the majority
shareholder who invited them on to the board. That could
distort their decision-making.

In addition to directors, professional practitioners may also
find themselves subject to role conflicts. This might apply
to a partner of a law firm who sits on a board while his law
firm does occasional work for the company’s competitors.
It might also apply to company secretaries taking an
executive directorship at the company they serve. Dual
director/company secretaries need to be able to maintain
their independent assessment of the broader governance
and compliance aspects of business strategies to be
effective in their board advisory role.

Other common scenarios where conflicts can arise include
the situation where a director has multiple directorships
across competing companies, or where an individual
holds multiple roles within an organisation. This type of
role conflict is relatively common in Hong Kong and is
becoming a much better recognised governance issue.

Role conflicts

The most common reason for non-compliance with
Hong Kong’s Corporate Governance Code relates to the
provision that one person should not perform the roles of
both chair and chief executive. Many companies in Hong
Kong argue that the combined role can provide strong
and consistent leadership, but it also carries the risk that
the board agenda can be controlled by one very powerful
individual.

The role of independent directors

Independent directors are expected to take the lead
where potential conflicts of interest arise. In closely
held companies, however, the controlling shareholders
ultimately determine the appointment of independent nonexecutive directors (INEDs), leading to potential conflicts of
interest. Will the INEDs have the courage to speak up and
potentially risk their position on the board in cases where
the controlling shareholders are proposing transactions
contrary to the interests of the company as a whole?

This possibility is not popular with investors. On
3 February this year, Legal & General Investment
Management (LGIM), one of the largest asset managers
in the UK, pledged to vote against all company chairs
who also hold the chief executive role, which will see
it take on the bosses of BlackRock, JPMorgan, Facebook
and hundreds of other businesses. Sacha Sadan, LGIM’s
Director of Corporate Governance, points out that the job
of the chair is to keep the chief executive in check for
shareholders – not something likely to be possible when
the same person holds both roles.
There have been suggestions that one way to mitigate
this risk for companies with combined roles is to
appoint a lead independent director, but does this have
anything more than a palliative effect? Mr Sadan points
out that many such lead directors have held their roles
for a decade or more raising questions about their
independence.
Mr Simmonds points out that having a combined chair/
chief executive is quite common, particularly where
the founder of companies takes on this dual role.
Nevertheless, when these founders retire ‘you would
expect, with a little grace period, for the natural evolution
of these companies to be to split the roles’, he adds.
The combined role can also create problems for the
company secretary. Typically, the company secretary has
two reporting lines, one to the chief executive and one
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Mr Simmonds points out that there are other ways in
which the effectiveness of INEDs can be boosted, for
example by raising their compensation. In Hong Kong
an INED’s annual remuneration tends to be between
HK$200,000 and HK$300,000 a year, which translates
to about HK$16,000 to HK$25,000 per month. This is,
in most cases, less than half the salary of a personal
assistant to the chief executive.

Mr Simmonds believes that the focus should be on the
type of independent directors that are being appointed.
He emphasises the need for genuine diversity among the
INEDs, and that there should be a limit on the number of
board seats they can hold. ‘This would mean, firstly you are
going to have a larger gene pool, and secondly you are more
likely to get the type of people who are going to devote the
time, energy and attention to discharging their duties fully.
They would also be more likely to take on issues against the
controlling shareholders if required,’ he says.

When CLP ran a benchmarking exercise to reassess
the compensation of their own INEDs, they found
that they were paying at the top end for Hong Kong.
They decided to broaden the exercise to look at
international comparisons. Mr Simmonds points out
that the low pay for INEDs in Hong Kong is a pattern
that will reinforce itself in local benchmarking
exercises. He adds that it would be farcical to ramp
up expectations of INEDs unless you also raise their
compensation.

He points out that it is helpful to have a critical mass of
INEDs on the board, since this gives them safety in numbers
and provides a deterrant to malpractice by management. ‘It
is one thing for an individual independent director to resign
and another for a number of them to resign – that would
be a massive reputational hit for an organisation and hence
quite an effective deterrent,’ he says.
David Webb, Hong Kong’s best known investor activist
and share market analyst, takes it further. He has been
campaigning for over two decades to change the way
independent directors are appointed in Hong Kong. To boost
their independence from controlling shareholders, he would
like to see minority shareholders appoint the INEDs annually
by way of a shareholders’ vote on nominees of their choice,
and for the controlling shareholders and all directors to be
prohibited from voting.

The role of culture and internal controls

Conflicts of interest are hard to regulate against with
black letter rules. The regulatory focus that has evolved
globally in recent decades has therefore increasingly
focused on corporate culture. Rather than looking at
tightening up individual rules, regulators have focused
on increasing the effectiveness of board oversight and
the culture of organisations.
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preceedings as was seen recently in November when UBS AG
was fined HK$400 million and reprimanded for, amongst other
things, ‘related serious internal control failures’.

In addition to the right culture, however, having the right
internal controls in place is vital and there has been
increased reliance on governance professionals, in particular
company secretaries, to help with both of these aspects. Mr
Simmonds points out that the company secretary, having the
ear of the chair, the chief executive and other members of
the board, has an influential role to play as the guardian of
the values of the organisation.

Backing up the internal controls with training for all involved
is the next step. There is always the danger that, whilst the
formal procedures may be in place, the teams responsible for
following them are not clear on their rationale. Everyone in
the firm needs to know that conflicts of interest abuses, like
any other undesirable behaviour, is against the values of the
company and breaches will not be tolerated.

In addition, establishing and maintaining organisations’
internal controls is critical. ‘Taking away temptations is what
internal controls are supposed to do,’ Mr Simmonds says. He
goes on to explain that first and foremost it is necessary to
get the basic structures right, ensuring that the organisation
has a set of internal controls that are thought through and
tested, as well as independently audited internally and
externally. Failure to do so leaves you exposed to legal

CLP has a ‘business practice review’ that provides training
on business practices and expected standards of behaviour
for the entire company. This includes hypothetical examples
of conflicts of interest based on real-life situations and
suggestions on the best ways to deal with them.

Practical takeaways

meet first among themselves to discuss the matter, seek
relevant information from management and, if necessary,
advice from consultants (for example, on valuations for
a transaction) before recommending to the board the
view of the independent non-executive directors on the
proposal.

Company secretaries should ensure that the nomination
committee considers any potential conflict of interest
when new directors are proposed.
It should be made clear to directors that they have
an obligation to disclose fully and fairly any actual,
potential or perceived conflict of interest at the earliest
possible time and, in any event, prior to discussion of an
issue at the board. Directors should also be aware that
being negligent in ascertaining potential conflicts of
interest can draw them within the ambit of prosecution,
as demonstrated in the Minth case.

Any vote by the board on matters where there is a
potential conflict of interest, including related-party
transactions, should state if the vote was unanimous,
or which of the directors may have abstained or voted
against the proposal.
Regular business practice reviews for the entire
company should be carried out, rolling out the standards
of behaviour expected, underscoring relevant codes
of conduct for management and staff. This should be
reinforced with training that provides hypothetical
scenarios that envisage myriad conflicts of interest
situations and the expected response of relevant
directors, managers and staff.

Before each board meeting, directors should be required
to certify that they have no potential conflicts with
regard to matters being discussed at that meeting. This
would prompt directors to pause and reflect whether
there could be potential conflicts in the proposals
tabled, as well as potential conflicts for others on the
board.
If there is likely to be a conflict of interests, the director
involved should not be present at any discussions on
the topic and should abstain from voting on the issue.
This point was starkly illustrated when the Securities
and Futures Commission commenced legal proceedings
against the chair, who was also an executive director, of
Perfect Optronics Ltd for failing to abstain from voting
on a transaction in which he had a material interest.

When conflicts of interest situations arise, ensure that
management is seen to be dealing with it in an effective
and transparent manner. It should also be apparent that
actions that compromise the interests of the company
will not be tolerated and those responsible will face
severe consequences.
A whistleblower policy should be introduced and widely
understood by all staff, allowing anyone in the company
the avenue to lodge complaints without fear of reprisal.

Where there is a material conflict of interest involving
any board member, independent directors should
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The SFC view

Recent court proceedings, including the Minth case
described at the beginning of this article, demonstrate
that the SFC will use its available powers to go after
conflicts of interest abuses. Senior officers will also be
drawn into the ambit of prosecution, as was demonstrated
clearly in the prosecution of CN Capital Management
Ltd in 2018, where two responsible officers were fined
HK$100,000 each for failing to, amongst other things,
avoid conflicts of interest.

The SFC has been eager to highlight the need for better
management of conflicts of interest in Hong Kong.
‘Shareholders are highly dependent on company directors
having unswerving probity when dealing with conflicts of
interest,’ the SFC’s latest ‘Regulatory Bulletin’ (Issue No 4,
February 2020) states.
The key issues in conflicts of interest cases the SFC has
investigated include controlling shareholders putting their
own interests before those of the company and its minority
shareholders, and directors or senior executives deferring
to a dominant company controller by relinquishing their
responsibilities or accepting compromised roles. This
includes situations where INEDs fail to act as a check and
balance on executive directors and fail to be sceptical and
diligent in discharging their duties.

The consequence for failing to disclose conflicts of
interest can not only hurt the pocket of those who fail to
disclose and those who are negligent in discovering the
relevant conflicts of interest, it can also make a huge dent
in their future careers.
This article was first published in the March 2020 edition
of CSj, the official journal of the Hong Kong Institute of
Chartered Secretaries (www.hkics.org.hk). Republished with
permission.

The SFC may apply to the courts for a broad range of
orders or injunctions under Section 213 of the Securities
and Futures Ordinance (SFO). In appropriate cases, the SFC
may seek compensation or restorative orders against anyone,
including a director or senior officer. Section 214 of the SFO
gives the SFC the authority to take actions and obtain court
orders for breaches by current and former directors which
result in losses to listed companies. Under this provision, the
SFC may seek disqualification orders of up to 15 years, as
well as compensation from transgressors.
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Trina Hill FCG
Chartered Secretary in Public Practice
Company Secretarial Director of BCS Accounting Limited and
Corporate Governance Lecturer
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Recent developments

The five sections of the most recently published
UK Corporate Governance Code (2018) relate to
board leadership and company purpose; division
of responsibilities; composition, succession and
evaluation; audit, risk and internal control; and
remuneration.

In just over two decades, the scope
and relevance of governance has
widened considerably.

Over the last 26 years, we have seen the various
updates to the Code as evidence for developments
in order for it to remain relevant in our changing
business environment and to address ongoing
governance issues and necessary reforms. For example,
the Cadbury Committees’ work was carried out
following the financial collapses of Coloroll and Polly
Peck (1990), and during the BCCI and Mirror Group
scandals. The publication of the 2018 Code followed
the government’s calls for governance reform and the
collapse of Carillion.
Recurring governance topics over that time of the
board, its effectiveness and leadership; shareholder
and stakeholder engagement; risk management and
audit; and directors’ remuneration can be clearly seen.
Relations with shareholders is still covered in the 2018
Code but not under its own section as previously, with
the responsibilities of institutional shareholders now
covered by the UK Stewardship Code in the main.
In addition to these recurrent themes, we now
commonly see reference to governance both in general
terms and specifically in respect of unlisted companies,
larger private companies, subsidiary structures, health
sector, public sector, academy trusts/schools, sports
bodies, charities/not for profit, projects, environmental,
and IT. So, in just over two decades, the scope and
relevance of governance has widened considerably.

W

hat does good governance really look like? The
starting point to answering this question is to
consider what governance actually is and its purpose.
The first version of the UK Corporate Governance Code,
published by the Cadbury Committee in 1992 defined
corporate governance as “the system by which companies
are directed and controlled”, which remains as the core
definition. The modern overall objective of any organisation,
and that which governance now plays a significant part in,
is for long-term success and sustainability.

The use of the word ‘companies’ at the time the
Cadbury Report was written referred – by default of
its terms of reference – to listed companies. However,
we often see reference to ‘organisations’ being quoted
in this and other definitions and it is understandable
why this is happening and why it feels appropriate.
It makes no distinction between the size, nature or
complexity of a business – it could, in fact, refer to any
organisation (or subject matter as the examples above
suggest).

By 1998, the Combined Code had been published following
the Greenbury and Hampel Reports, the key principles
and provisions of which related to the board of directors;
directors’ remuneration; relations with shareholders;
accountability and audit; and the responsibilities of
institutional shareholders.

The fact that the UK adopts the ‘comply or explain’
approach highlights that the level and type of
governance that may be appropriate for one company
may not be for another, even in the same listed
environment, industry or sector.
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Aims and objectives

In any organisation there is a need for there to be an
effective, diverse board providing leadership; a division of
responsibilities between the owners and managers; risk
management and internal control systems; a wide remit
of monitoring and evaluation with necessary actions being
taken; formal and transparent remuneration policies and
practices; and engagement and dialogue with investors/
shareholders and all stakeholders. The overarching general
principles of governance then overlay these requirements,
so that the approach to be taken across them all needs to
focus on:
• fairness
• transparency
• responsibility
• accountability.

In attempting to determine what good governance
is, an organisation needs to consider its aims and
objectives, as well as the needs of its shareholders
and its stakeholders. In conjunction with this, where
an agent and principal relationship exists – as with
directors and shareholders – the main objective of
governance is to align the interests of the managers
and owners to overcome the agency conflict that exists
between them.
However, organisations in today’s world do not fit into
an agency theory framework. Nor do they often fit
completely into a stakeholder theory one. The adoption
of stakeholder focused approaches to governance, as
opposed to purely shareholder (agency) focused, has
been developing over the years. Organisations now
have to take a much more holistic approach to each
and every relationship that exists as part of operations
and locations.

Company failures and scandals are often attributable to
weaknesses in governance structures and, at their most
basic level, will relate to some or all of these principles
being disregarded. Carillion’s 2016 Annual Report stated
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The introduction of the new Companies Act Section 172
reporting requirements will see companies having to report
on the issues, factors and stakeholders the directors consider
relevant; the main methods directors have used to engage
with stakeholders and understand the relevant issues; and the
effect that taking these factors and methods into account had
on the company’s decisions and strategies during the financial
year under review.

that “the company complies fully with the UK Corporate
Governance Code” and that “we remain committed to a
responsible approach to executive pay”. In contrast to these
statements, the behaviours that were highlighted within
the parliamentary inquiry included “recklessness, hubris and
greed” on the part of the board and its advisors.
In seeking good governance, it will depend on the size and
type of organisation, who its stakeholders are and what their
needs and expectations are to identify the most appropriate
governance framework to adopt. However, if an organisation
does not approach governance with foundations built on the
four fundamental general principles of fairness, transparency,
responsibility and accountability, then its practices will not
be good, nor for the good of the company, its shareholders or
its stakeholders. Since the introduction of governance codes,
criticisms have been that compliance (and even explaining
non-compliance) is no more than a tick-boxing exercise and
this is evidenced by some of boilerplate type statements still
being made in annual reports.

If the result is reading more meaningful, transparent,
accountable and responsibly made statements, we could be
moving into the next phase of development where legal
requirements have to overlay governance frameworks in order
to demonstrate what good governance does really look like
and how it is contributing to a company’s long term success.
This article was first published in the April 2020 edition edition
of Governance and Compliance, the official journal ICSA: The
Chartered Governance Institute (www.icsa.org.uk). Reprinted with
permission.
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Along the Career
Pipeline

•

To improve gender
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leaders need to think
creatively around the
unique issues faced
by their organisation.

•

One way to tackle this
is to target inequali ty
at particular points of
the career pipeline.

•

The most effective
diversity strategies
will aim to address
barriers at multiple
points in the career
pipeline and across
multiple dimensions.
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Over recent years, the need to ensure gender diversity across an organisation’s
workforce has become not just an issue of equality and social justice but
an issue of corporate governance. In 2010 the ASX Corporate Governance
Council’s Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations introduced
recommendations on gender diversity encouraging listed companies to set
measurable targets for increasing gender diversity on the board, in the executive
team and across all employees. In 2012 legislation was passed introducing
gender diversity reporting for all companies with over 100 employees, extending
the need to consider diversity to nearly 5,000 Australian organisations.1
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Recently the focus has moved away from boards
of directors to examine the gender pay gap and
reduced superannuation funds of retired women.
Government data from the Workplace Gender Equality
Agency shows that, in Australia, women’s full time
remuneration is 20.8 per cent less than men’s or
$25,679 per annum.4 Clearly, although progress has
occurred in workplace gender equality, there is still a
long way to go.

en years have now passed since the start of these
reporting initiatives. The percentage of women on
boards of directors has increased from 8.3 per cent of
ASX 200 boards in 2009 to approximately 29 percent
in 2019, although seven boards in the ASX 200 still do
not have any women.2 Gender diversity in executive
teams is harder to measure and the evidence suggests
that progress has been much slowerwith female CEOs
still a tiny minority at 6 per cent of the ASX 200.3

1

Workplace Gender Equality Agency https://data.wgea.gov.au/overview.

2

https://aicd.companydirectors.com.au/advocacy/board-diversity/statistics.

3

Chief Executive Women (CEW) ASX200 Senior Executive Census 2019.

4

Workplace Gender Equality Agency https://data.wgea.gov.au/home.
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The International Labour Organisation explains that the
gender pay gap is not explicable by any objectivelabour
market characteristics that normally influence the
determination of pay.5 Within similar categories of work,
women are consistently paid below men even if their
educational attainments are just as good or better.
Motherhood brings about a wage penalty that can persist
across a women’s working life while fatherhood is persistently
associated with a wage premium.6
It has become evident that solving gender inequality in the
workplace requires more than setting numerical targets for
employment of women. A much more rounded approach
is required whereby companies think creatively in order
to ensure that their equal employment policies are truly
effective. Many of the early strategies for improving gender
balance have simply not worked and there is an emerging
consensus that businesses need to be more customised and
holistic in their approach towards gender equality. 7

also concludes that companies with a higher percentage of
women in decision-making roles generate higher returns on
equity while running more conservative balance sheets.10
From an economic perspective, women are increasingly
being seen as an untapped and wasted resource.11 It has
been calculated that, if women participated in the economy
identically to men, this might contribute an additional $28
trillion, or 26 per cent to global GDP growth by 2025 as
compared tobusiness-as-usual.12

Barriers to workplace diversity

There are strong links between barriers in the workplace
and in wider society. These can be as general as cultural
expectations around the role of women, or as specific as lack
of affordable childcare. Factors at play at work may include
unconscious bias, a masculine culture and lack of flexible
working options.13 For companies there are clearly some
areas of inequality that are more within their power to tackle
than others.

This article presents the research findings of a project
commissioned by fund-management firm Stewart Investors
and conducted by researchers at the University of Technology
Sydney. The project objective was to identify case studies
of innovative policies for recruiting and retaining talent
across genders that have been implemented successfully by
governments and/or companies across the globe. Stewart
Investors primarily invests in the equity of listed companies
in developing economies.8 They believe that employing talent
across genders is an important indicator of an inclusive
culture, one that suggests a company should thrive over the
long-term. The final report of the project can be accessed
here. It provides inspiration as well as proven practical ideas
for improving gender diversity in the workplace over the
length of the career pipeline.

Benefits of gender diversity

The business benefits of improving gender diversity in the
workplace are well established. A McKinsey Global Institute
study on the Asia-Pacific region found companies in the top
quartile for gender diversity on their executive teams are
21 per cent more likely than other firms to report above
average profitability.9 The Credit Suisse Research Institute

McKinsey identified the top three barriers to increasing
gender diversity in the Asia Pacific region as:
1. work models requiring ‘anytime, anywhere’ availability
2.

the double-burden of balancing work and domestic
responsibilities

3.

absence of female role models.14

The key bottleneck to women’s advancement in the
workplace appears to occur at senior management level.
Credit Suisse find that obstacles to female progression
are entrenched, with the gender pattern along the ‘power
line’ failing to undergo meaningful change. They find the
percentage of women drops off sharply along this ‘path to
the top’ from 26.4 per cent in shared services; to 16.5 per
cent in finance andstrategy roles; 9.9 per cent running major
operational units; and 3.9 per cent in CEO roles.15 However,
across different industries the bottleneck may vary. Some
industries struggle to recruit women even into entry-level
positions whereas for others the drop-off is only at glassceiling level.

5

International Labour Organisation, Global Wage Report 2018/2019: What Lies Behind Gender Pay Gaps , ILO, 2019.

6

Ibid.

7

Grant Robertson and Margaret Byrne, (2016) ‘Getting gender balance ‘unstuck’: Taking action with a new strategic approach’ Governance Directions, Vol 68, pp
79-84.

8

www.stewartinvestors.com/en-gb/our-funds/

9

McKinsey Global Institute, The Power of Parity: Advancing Women’s Equality in Asia Pacific Focus: Singapore , McKinsey & Company, 2018.

10

Credit Suisse, The CS Gender 3000: The Reward for Change , 2016.

11

European Union. Women in economic decision-making in the EU: Progress Report , 2012.

12

McKinsey Global Institute, The Power of Parity: How Advancing Women’s Equality Can Add $12 . Trillion to Global Growth , McKinsey & Company, 2015

13

McKinsey Global Institute, 2018, The Power of Parity: Advancing Women’s Equality in Asia Pacific, Focus: Singapore , McKinsey & Company.

14

McKinsey Global Institute, 2018, The Power of Parity: Advancing Women’s Equality in Asia Pacific, Focus: Singapore , McKinsey & Company.

15

Credit Suisse, The CS Gender 3000: The Reward for Change , 2016.
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Gender equality indicators

wide range of different indicators or measures of equality.
Table 1 sets out the five categories of indicators and
examples of corresponding initiatives or policies targeting
inequality.

As part of the research project we created a framework for
assessing workplace gender equality. We conducted a review
of laws, standards and reports internationally to draw out a

Table 1: Five categories of indicators and examples of corresponding initiatives or policies targeting inequality
Indicator

Examples of initiatives/policies

Workforce measures
Gender composition of the workforce or
Female/male labour force participation

•
•
•

Leadership measures
Female/male leaders, board directors, senior
managers

•
•
•

Ensuring gender diversity through recruitment practices
Investment in skills training for industries where one gender is
under-represented
Laws that permit both women and men to register businesses and
pursue a trade or profession

•

Quotas for women on boards
National agenda for female representation in leadership
Sponsorship and mentorship programs, skills building and
networking for women
Public reporting on progress

Wage equality
Equal wages for equal work

•
•
•

Equal pay laws that are enforced
Equal mandatory retirement ages
Pension credits for periods of childcare

Flexible work
Availability and utility of employment terms
and practices relating to flexible work
arrangements. Supporting employees with
family or carer responsibilities

•
•
•
•
•

Access to quality childcare
Parental leave for both parents
Tax relief or rebates
Use of technology to work from home
Uptake of part-time work

Anti-discrimination
Protection from sex-based discrimination or
harassment

•
•
•

Workplace legal prohibitions
Role modelling, tone setting and training
Processes to help remove conscious and unconscious bias

Sources: Adapted from Klettner, Atherton, Clarke and Winterford 2019
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The case studies of good practice identified through the
research sought to cover each of the five categories above
as well as the different stages of the career progression
pipeline.

Career progression pipeline

As well as tackling different aspects of gender inequality,
successful policies for increasing gender equality can target
the barriers faced at different stages of female career
progression. Firstly there needs to be equality in recruitment
and later in promotion processes. If women choose to have a
family, workplace initiatives can assist by providing parental
leave for both women and men. Post-maternity is also a
stage where women’s careers often stall. Here workplaces
can assist with flexible working arrangements and return
to work programs. Workplace culture and role models can
have a strong influence on retention levels of women midcareer. Next, as women progress to leadership positions,
mentoring and networking schemes can become important.
Finally, there needs to be equality in retirement with pension
adequacy an increasingly salient indicator of in/equality.
Figure 1 demonstrates these career stages with examples
of successful schemes from around the world that target
each stage. In our research report each of these examples is
detailed in a short case study. Here we provide a summary of
some of the initiatives at each stage of the career pipeline.

Figure 1: Gender policies along the career pipeline

Recruitment/
promotion

Maternity

Post
Maternity

•
•

Pinterest: recruitment
Takeda: accelerated promotion

•
•

Scandinavia: parental leave
Aviva: parental leave

•
•

Dr Reddy’s: return to work
Vodafone: return to work

Culture & retention

Leadership

•
•

DFAT: Women in Leadership
Eli Lilly: Employee Journeys

Retirement

•
•

EU: pension adequacy
Reykjavik Energy: gender pay gap audit
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•

WISE: recruitment and
retention

•

BHP: gender balance

•

Sodexo: targets and
training
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Recruitment and promotion

facilitate a slight change of skill-set. At Takeda, a
Japanese pharmaceuticals company, initiatives were
implemented to support early career promotion for
women. The company seeks to continuously identify
and develop early career women for possible promotion
and develop junior women through training to build
up a strong talent pool of women in premanagerial
positions. In 2017 Takeda hit its target of 30 per cent
of new managers being women, up from 6.2 per cent in
2015.

Government initiatives have been used to tackle low
levels of women in certain industries. In the United
Kingdom the WISE scheme targets women and girls at
the very start of the career pipeline, encouraging them
to pursue science, technology, engineering and mathsrelated courses in school or college and move on into
related careers. Mining giant, BHP Billiton has set an
ambitious target to achieve gender balance globally by
2025. This aspirational goal has sparked action, debate
and innovation to challenge the male-dominated
image of the mining industry and in FY2018 resulted
in 915 more women being employed at BHP than at
the same time the previous year, taking its female
representation to 22.4 per cent.

Parental leave

Scandinavia and Eastern European countries are
leading the charge against vertical gender segregation
in the labour market. They wish to reduce women’s
incentives to self-select into lower paid sectors or jobs
perceived as providing them with a better work-life
balance. Thus paid parental leave policies, supported by
both companies and government, permit long periods of
leave that can be shared by both parents. The sharing of
leave across both parents is something that insurance
company, Aviva, has championed. In the UK, up to a
year of leave including 26 weeks full pay, is offered to
both fathers and mothers. The scheme has been very
successful at encouraging fathers to take more leave
with men taking an average of 21 weeks paternity leave
since the policy was introduced, compared with two
weeks in the previous year.

Pinterest, an American software company, set hiring
goals for women and underrepresented ethnic groups
and committed to these publicly. The company was
growing at the time and one of its goals was to
increase its hiring rate of full-time women engineers
to 30 per cent. The program was deemed to be
successful as the hiring rate went from 21 per cent to
26 per cent in 2016 which was considerably higher
than the industry average of 16 per cent. Importantly
the hiring goals were supported by an apprenticeship
program to enable them to bring in engineers from
non-traditional computer science backgrounds and
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in the EU to fight the gender pension gap:
1. raising women’s labour participation rate and securing
equal pay

Return to work

Indian pharmaceutical company Dr Reddy’s has focused on
providing opportunities for women returning to work after
a period of maternity leave. Whether new hires or existing
employees, the company aims to attract women who may
otherwise feel disadvantaged by their career break. This
has been supported by the creation of all-women sales
teams that assist women in maintaining work-life balance
on their return through fixed work schedules and locations.
The scheme has been successful with attrition rates of
women workers reduced from 13.7 per cent to 6.5 per cent
and hiring of women doubling during the same period.
Retaining women as employees after their maternity leave
is good for business as it saves re-training and recruitment
costs and retains knowledge and experience. Vodafone has
recognised this business case for retention and as a result
has implemented a global maternity policy that provides
maternity leave even in countries where this is not required.
Vodafone supports this with arrangements that allow
mothers to return to work on full pay but reduced hours
in order to help them transition smoothly back into their
jobs. Since the scheme has been implemented Vodafone’s
international senior leadership team has gone from 21 per
cent women to 28 per cent.

2.

compensating women within pension regulations
for their career breaks and part-time work while
strengthening design features that cater to shorter
contribution records.

Some European countries are taking a particularly strong
stance on equal pay. For example, Iceland became the
first country to legally enforce equal pay, which has led to
companies like Reykjavik Energy implementing mechanisms
to both measure pay decisions and their effect on the pay
gap, as well as train employees on gender equality. Reykjavik
Energy has successfully reduced its pay gap from 8.4 per
cent to 0.2 per cent within a decade.

Conclusion

The initiatives highlighted by our research demonstrate
that there are many ways to tackle gender diversity in the
workplace. If your organisation is struggling to meet its
gender targets or if progress towards goals has stalled, it
may be time to take a fresh approach. This may start with
research amongst employees to find out at what stage
women face barriers and precisely how these barriers
affect employment and progression. Once problems have
been identified they need to be tackled by setting targets
in conjunction with schemes that facilitate the fulfilment
of those targets. Although government support can be
helpful, most of the examples above are within the realm
of the private sector. Indeed, some of the most creative and
successful schemes are localised, inexpensive and relatively
small scale. Initiatives to address specific issues can be
highly effective but coordinated strategies that address
multiple issues simultaneously are likely to yield the best
results.

Leadership

The Australian Government’s Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT) won an award in 2017 for its
Women in Leadership initiative which comprised a range
of interconnected actions to address barriers to women’s
career progression. These included changes designed to
reduce unconscious bias at every level of the organisation
in order to mainstream flexible work formats and create a
more inclusive culture. Since the strategy was implemented
the number of overseas diplomatic posts led by women
has increased from 27 per cent to 40 per cent. Healthcare
company Eli Lilly took a research-based approach to
increasing women in leadership by attempting to delve
deeper into the different experiences of men and women
in the organisation. By asking personal questions of high
potential individuals they found that women were just as
ambitious as men but struggled to find a way to move ahead
in a culture that was dominated by men. They have focused
on openly acknowledging the unique nature of every
employee and the value that this diversity can bring to the
organisation. Women leaders at Eli Lilly have since increased
across multiple measures. Lastly, food services company
Sodexo has taken a very strategic approach to increasing
diversity, connecting targets to the KPIs of executives
and rolling out a series of training schemes to counter
unconscious bias and develop female leaders.

This article was first published in the March 2020 edition
edition of Governance Directions, the official journal of the
Governance Institute of Australia (www.governanceinstitute.com.
au/). Reprinted with permission.

Retirement

Pension outcomes for women are significantly lower than for
men due to gender differences in employment, pay and the
duration of working life. Two strategies are being considered
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Setting a New Standard in
Governance Education

G

Delivered in three condensed courses: Foundations
of Governance, Applied Governance and Strategic
Governance, the program is offered throughout the year
in alternating cities, both in-person and live virtual
sessions. The content is applicable to all organizations
across sectors and jurisdictions, and provides a platform
for strategic thinking and around in supporting and
enhancing board processes and overall organizational
governance.

overnance Professionals of Canada (GPC) recently
introduced its new Governance Education Certification
Program: Governance in Practice, geared toward educating
and enhancing the profile of the Governance Professional.
The GPC-EP provides a practical deep dive on governance
processes and best practices to equip those working in the
trenches of governance in their organizations.
“While formal education abounds for directors in Canada and
internationally, there are few programs that we know of, that
focus on the unique and practical education needs of the
professionals who support boards and governance processes
across all organizations. This is long overdue,” says Lynn
Beauregard, President of GPC.
GPC is pleased with the tremendous success that this program
has had so far in the past two years. Over 100 governance
professionals have already graduated from the program and
now hold the designation of GPC.D.

Those completing the Governance in Practice Education
Program will have had the opportunity to connect
with and learn from fellow governance professionals,
practitioners and subject matter experts from various
industries and sectors across Canada, along with
becoming part of a rapidly growing community that will
be recognized for their GPC.D designation in Canada and
internationally.
“The course content and the interaction with my peers has
broadened my governance knowledge and has resulted in me
obtaining a promotion at work, effective today, from Board
Assistant to Assistant Corporate Secretary.” Tracey Bliss,
Capital Power Corporation, Alberta, Canada

The Governance Professionals of Canada Education Program
(GPC-EP) was designed for professionals working in
governance. Individuals responsible for supporting their
organizations and boards, such as the corporate secretary,
corporate counsel, legal, compliance and risk officers and
many others associated with the governance function in their
organization, are those who stand to benefit most from this
certification.

For more information on the GPC-EP, please contact:
Letricia Fullerton
Manager, Administration, Education & Special Projects

Part of GPC’s mission is to ensure that our graduates can
set themselves as well as their organizations up for success.
GPC’s certification program provides the missing piece for
both new and seasoned professionals in governance, to access
advancement opportunities in the profession, increase their
skillset, as well as to ensure their organizations thrive in
governance.
Beauregard explained: “The program helps enhance the overall
quality of their skills in governance and board support, as well as
deepen their knowledge and organization’s performance in areas
such as risk mitigation, compliance, sustainability, diversity, ethics,
environmental and social governance.…just to name a few.”
As holders of the GPC.D designation, graduates of the program
will now have an unparalleled advantage of having acquired
what GPC hopes will set the new and accepted standard
in the practice of governance in Canada and perhaps even
internationally.
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HKICS’s CSR Work in Response to the
Outbreak of COVID-19

I

n view of the unprecedented impact of COVID-19 and
as a caring professional organisation, The Hong Kong
Institute of Chartered Secretaries (HKICS) has made some
contribution to the needy in Hong Kong and the mainland of
China (the Mainland).
On 4 March 2020, HKICS donated HK$50,000 (approximately
USD6,410) to The Hong Kong Council of Social Service
(HKCSS), which is a federation of non-governmental social
service agencies of Hong Kong. This donation will assist in
procuring appropriate hygiene and protection supplies to
families and individuals including elderly, the disabled and
vulnerable children.

Institute President Gillian Meller FCIS FCS, Treasurer Ernest Lee FCIS
FCS(PE) and Chief Executive Samantha Suen FCIS FCS(PE) presented
the donation cheque on behalf of the Institute to Chua Hoi-Wai, Chief
Executive of HKCSS

Also, in March 2020, HKICS participated, with other ten
professional bodies in Hong Kong, in the recording and
release of the ‘Cheer Up’ song to promote love, care and unity
in the community as we face the challenge of the COVID-19
pandemic.
HKICS, through its subsidiary in Beijing, the People’s Republic
of China, donated RMB10,000 (approximately USD1,400) to
Red Cross Society of China on 27 March 2020 for supporting
the frontline medical staff in Wuhan fighting COVID-19.

HKICS supports ‘Cheer Up’ song

AGMs & COVID-19: Helping NGOs Navigate
the Maze

H

KICS believes that it is important to provide guidance
to non-governmental organisations as part of the
social responsibilities of the governance professionals. In
this vein, HKICS’s Public Governance Interest Group has
issued a guidance note on 17 April 2020 on the vexed topic
of how to run annual general/general meetings in view of
the COVID-19 pandemic and the Hong Kong Government’s
social distancing requirements.

Issue 6 • April 2020

Public Governance
Guidance Note

To view the guidance note, please visit the Publications section
of the HKICS’s website: www.hkics.org.hk.

Introduction

the purposes of the Regulation. This is even where you are not

The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries (the

charging your members for attending the AGM at your office2.

Institute) is issuing this guidance note to help non-

If you are using/paying for an external venue, then it becomes

governmental organisations (NGOs) with their arrangements

even more difficult to argue that your AGM is not a group

for annual general meetings (AGMs) in the context of

gathering in a public place.

restrictions relating to the COVID-19 pandemic – in particular
the government’s recent social distancing regulation1 (the

However, there are exemptions to the Regulation and this

Regulation), which includes a prohibition against gatherings

guidance note explains what these are and makes other

in public places of more than four persons to prevent the

practical suggestions from a governance point of view in case

spread of COVID-19. While the Regulation was initially

your NGO needs to conduct a physical meeting. This guidance

effective from 29 March 2020 to 11 April 2020, it is subject to
renewals and is currently renewed through to 23 April 2020.

note is also intended to support the Hong Kong Council of Social
Service (HKCSS), a long-term collaborator of the Institute, to
provide guidance to its agency members, the majority of which

are companies limited by guarantee established under the
The focus of this guidance note is specifically on the
Public
Governance Guidance Note (The
sixth issue)
Companies Ordinance (Cap 622) (CO).
arrangements for upcoming AGMs, which may draw in crowds
of more than four persons. In this connection, while you may
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think that by arranging the AGM at your office, you can avoid

Company NGOs

the AGM being deemed to be held at a public place, this

The Institute would like to make it clear upfront that NGOs

may not be the case. Under the Regulation, a place, like your

established under the CO, including companies limited by

office, could well be regarded as a ‘public place’, as long as a

guarantee, are exempted from complying with the social

section of the public can access it. As your members could be

distancing requirements under the Regulation in relation to their

regarded as a section of the public, there is a legal risk that

AGMs. Such NGOs can go ahead with arranging their AGMs
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